Greg Atkinson, Eco Marine Power, Japan, outlines
the move towards renewable energy sources in the
shipping industry and the recent developments in
onboard renewable energy power on modern ships.

F

or thousands of years, ships were powered by the
wind through the use of sails. In the 19th century,
sail power was capable of moving cutter sailing
ships carrying cargo from Britain to Australia at
speeds of up to 17 knots.1 With the advent of the steam
engine, early hybrid steam-sail ships, such as the
SS Savannah, appeared in 1819. Initially it was the sails
that were the primary source of propulsion with the steam
engines being used when there was little or no wind.2
However, as steam engines improved they became the
primary source of propulsive power and, by the early 20th
century, few sail-fitted ocean-going commercial vessels
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remained in service. It is worth noting however, that
the demise of large sailing ships was not because
sails did not work, but mainly because steam
engines (and then later internal combustion engines)
were able to provide relatively inexpensive and
reliable power and the ships fitted with them required
less crew.
After the decline of sail use on powered ships,
there were several attempts to use the power of the
wind again via the use of Flettnor rotors and several
rigid sail concepts, including the Walker Wing Sail. In

the 1970s and 1980s, the Japan Machinery
Development Association (JAMDA) was involved in
the development of rigid sails and this led to more
than a dozen ships being fitted with JAMDA sails.
These sails proved that the use of rigid sails on
modern powered ships could lead to significant
fuel savings, with reductions of around 30% being
reported under certain conditions.
Although these JAMDA sails did provide an
effective source of supplementary propulsion, a
decline in oil prices combined with number of
practical limitations resulted in no further ships
being fitted with this promising technology.

Renewable energy for sustainable
shipping

Figure 1. JAMDA sail being fitted to a cargo ship in the 1980s.
Image courtesy of Teramoto Iron Works Co. Ltd.

Figure 2. Overview of Aquarius MRE with EnergySail Array on a
future ‘Eco’ bulk carrier.
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In recent years, there has been a clear shift
towards reducing harmful exhaust emissions from
the world’s merchant shipping fleet. From January
2020, the sulfur limit for fuel oil used on ships will be
0.5% mass by mass (m/m). This, combined with a
growing trend towards more sustainable practices
in the shipping industry, is encouraging many ship
owners to consider alternative and cleaner sources
of propulsion and power on their ships. One
obvious source of clean power for ships is the wind,
and in 2012 a development project was started in
Japan to address the limitations of earlier JAMDA
sails, plus bring in new concepts and automation
technologies. The aim was to produce an
integrated and scalable rigid sail system that could
be used on a wide range of ships, ranging from
bulk cargo ships, tankers and vehicle carriers to
RoRo ferries and cruise ships. In addition, advances
in photovoltaics and batteries allowed the
development team to add solar power to the
system design. The final overall system became
known as Aquarius Marine Renewable Energy
(Aquarius MRE®).
Aquarius MRE is centred upon a unique and
patented rigid sail design developed by Eco
Marine Power (EMP). This sail is known as an
EnergySail®, and in addition to being a rigid sail, it
is also a platform for sensors. In the future, it is
hoped to house other wind and solar power
devices as well. Initially, an EnergySail will be fitted
with flexible and lightweight marine grade solar
panels or these panels could be located elsewhere
on a ship and integrated into the overall system.
On a general cargo ship, bulk ore carrier or tanker,
for example, the solar panels can be installed on
the wheelhouse roof and other areas near the
accommodation block. Solar panels could also be
installed on cargo hatches and other areas on a
ship.
EMP’s EnergySail is designed to be used as part
of an array, although on smaller ships just one or
two sails might be used. An overview of Aquarius
MRE, including an EnergySail array on a future

Figure 3. Possible arrangement of EnergySails on tanker ship.

Figure 4. EnergySail testing at Teramoto Iron Works.

bulker, is shown in Figure 2 and a possible
arrangement of EnergySails on a tanker is shown in
Figure 3.
Each EnergySail is automatically positioned by
a computer control system and can be lowered
and stored when not in use. The computer system
incorporates the KEI 3240 hardware platform and
is class approved. The EnergySail is also designed
to require little maintenance, be upgradable and
has a number of safety features incorporated to
prevent injury to the crew or damage to the ship.
To date, two EnergySail prototypes have been
produced and tested with the second version
being manufactured by Teramoto Iron Works Co.
Ltd in Onomichi (Japan). This company was also
involved in the JAMDA sail project in the 1980s
and is one of the few companies in the world that
has manufactured rigid sails for ships.
In 2018, sea trials of Aquarius MRE are
scheduled to begin in co-operation with
Japanese ship owner Hisafuku Kisen. These trials
will focus on the EnergySails and will be the last
major development step before bringing this
innovative technology to the market.
The solar power and energy storage
components of Aquarius MRE have been
evaluated for more than four years in test labs,
outdoor evaluation areas and during a joint trial
project with Blue Star Ferries in Greece. This project
resulted in the first installation of EMP’s combined
marine solar power and fuel consumption
monitoring system on board the high speed RoRo
ferry, Blue Star Delos. This solution package is
designated as Aquarius MAS + Solar and includes
class approved batteries from the Furukawa
Battery Company of Japan. A second Aquarius
MAS + Solar installation project is now underway
on board a large general cargo ship and for the
first time UltraBattery® technology from Furukawa
Battery (Figure 3) will be installed on a ship. These
hybrid batteries are safe, reliable, easy to install
and have comparable performance to lithium-ion
batteries. Additionally they require no dedicated
cooling system nor complicated protection
equipment, with the additional benefit that they
are recyclable.
According to current plans, by the end of 2018,
there will be at least three ships fitted with
components of Aquarius MRE, including at least
two with class approved commercial equipment.
So, the use of renewable energy on ocean-going
ships is not years away, it is a reality now.

Big potential, major challenges

Figure 5. UB-50-12: Ultra Battery 12 V batteries. Image
courtesy of The Furukawa Battery Company.

The use of renewable energy on ships offers a
means by which fuel consumption and emissions
can both be reduced whilst also acting as a
source of alternative and/or emergency power.
But the push to use sails on modern powered
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vessels is not new, and in an article published in the
New York Times in 1981 the following was stated: "If
sail-assisted power is indeed imminent, as many of its
advocates believe, we stand on the threshold of a new
era, one that may prove to be more dramatic and
lasting than that of the old square-riggers."3
Nearly 40 years on from when the article was written,
sails are still not in widespread use on ships nor is solar
power widely used. Barriers preventing their use include
cost (both actual and perceived), concerns regarding
reliability and maintenance, as well as, at present, a
relatively low oil price. Exaggerated claims of what rigid
sails can realistically achieve in terms of fuel savings
have also, to some extent, undermined the credibility
of the technology in the minds of many marine
engineers, naval architects and maritime professionals.
However, unlike the 1980s, there is a significant push
on a global level to embrace renewable energy
sources and this, in turn, is driving changes across the
maritime industry also. Another important factor is that
technologies related to photovoltaics, batteries and
automation have improved considerably whilst at the
same time their cost has decreased.
Finally, market pressures are driving change within
many companies that transport goods by sea and
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these companies are seeking options that can help
them meet their sustainability goals. In addition, cruise
ship companies are facing pressure to reduce ship
emissions whilst in port and also at sea. Regulatory
measures, including the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) sulfur cap and emission control
areas (ECAs), are also facilitating a growing trend
towards reducing ship emissions further.
As ship owners adapt to these changes many are
now studying how Aquarius MRE can assist them in
meeting their objectives. Marine solar power for ships is
already here and within a couple of years, EMP’s rigid
sail, the EnergySail, will also be available. Together,
these will provide ships with sources of emission-free
power and help usher in a modern era of lower
emission shipping.
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